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Act One - "Don Wakamatsu": Don Wakamatsu became the first Japanese-

American manager in MLB history when the Seattle Mariners hired him for this 

season. It has been a life-long dream for Don and a road filled with hard work, 

patience and preparation. His family endured the hardships of World War II, when 

his grandparents were two of the 120,000 Japanese-Americans placed in interment 

camps for nearly three years. Don's life lesson from his grandparents’ perseverance 

remains with him today. Wakamatsu humbly embraces the opportunity to manage 

the Mariners. 

       Wakamatsu is particularly well prepared to manage in the big leagues. Don 

caught in the minor leagues and for a brief time for the White Sox, then coached in 

the Major Leagues for a number of years. Obviously, Don knows how to handle 

pitchers and teach the game.  

       Don faced a daunting task of changing the mindset of a team that had lost 100 

games in 2008. With a new coaching staff and a bunch of new players, the 

Mariners have created an environment that emphasizes hard work. The primary 

goal is to be prepared to play the game properly and to improve daily. Don credits 

the players for their early season success, but it all begins with the manager -- Don 

Wakamatsu. 

Educational theme: Perseverance is the hard work one has already done. 

Perseverance isn't merely the willingness to work hard. It is also the willingness to 

be stubborn about your self-image.   

Educational theme: Leaders are first to see the need, envision the plan, and 

empower the team for action. By the strength of the leader's commitment, the 

power of the team is unleashed. True leaders have the confidence to stand alone, 

the courage to make tough decisions and the compassion to listen to the needs of 

others. 

Educational theme: True leaders always try to be first and credit their 

success to the team.  
 

Act Two - "WBC Japan": Japan is a baseball-loving country that has produced 

some of MLB's top players. Japan's impact on baseball increases yearly, as proven 

by their winning ways in the two World Baseball Classics. 

        In the 2006 WBC, Japan defeated the international super power Cuba, 10-6, 

and introduced the world to Japanese pitching sensation Daisuke Matsuzaka. Dice 

K was named the Most Valuable Player of the WBC that year – and one year later, 



he would earn his first World Series Championship with the Boston Red Sox. 

       In the 2009 WBC, Dice K would join with Ichiro Suzuki to split four games 

with arch-rival South Korea as both teams advanced to the final game. To get this 

far in the classic, Japan had to twice beat the powerful Cuban ball club. In the 

semi-finals, Japan used its great running speed and sound baseball fundamentals to 

beat Team USA 9-4 and earn the right to defend their title. 

       The WBC Championship game was played in LA's Dodger Stadium in front of 

passionate fans who had traveled from afar to witness the classic contest between 

the arch-rivals, Japan and South Korea. In the 10th inning, Ichiro singled to center 

field to drive in two runs to take the lead. Then in the bottom of the inning, Japan's 

newest pitching sensation, 22 year-old Yu Darvish closed the door, and Japan had 

successfully defended its WBC title. 

       The answer to the TWIBIA is Teddy Higuera of the Milwaukee Brewers, who 

won at least 15 games as a pitcher, in each of his first two seasons in the Majors.  

He is the last man to accomplish this feat before Dice K. 

       In Winning Road Trips, TWIB reported the longest winning road streak 

belongs to the Houston Astros. The Astros began their four game stretch in 

Pittsburgh and continued in Cincinnati.  

Educational theme: The journey to greatness is one step at a time with purpose 

and passion. 

Educational theme: Fans who truly love the game often find other ways to 

express their passion and patriotism. Fellow country men, family and friends are 

critical components for success. Nationalism is a primary reason to support an 

individual or team.  

Educational theme: Fundamentals are not merely important to the game. They are 

the game. The easiest way to play baseball is to use the fundamentals. 

Educational theme: Trivia is a seemingly superfluous and insignificant event; 

however, it is an important component of baseball legend, lore and tradition. For 

both fans and players, trivia is a source of fun and interest in the American 

institution called baseball. 

 

Act Three - Clutch": TWIB announced the nominees for The April Clutch 

Performer of the Month Award.   The nominees are Alfonso Soriano of the 

Chicago Cubs,  Johan Santana of the NY Mets, Jason Bay of the Boston Red Sox, 

Jason Kubel of the Minnesota Twins, Zack Greinke of the KC Royals, and Michael 

Young of the Texas Rangers. Fans are asked to vote to elect the winner. 

       The Rookie of the Month will be announced in next week’s show.  One of the 

candidates might be the Colorado Rockies' Dexter Fowler, who stole five bases in 

a game versus the SD Padres. 

       The Call of the Week was a dramatic straight steal of home plate by Jacoby 



Ellsbury of the Boston Red Sox against the NY Yankees’ southpaw pitcher Andy 

Pettite.         

Educational theme: Performing under pressure requires practicing under pressure. 

The sport psychology of clutch performers involves ambition, determination, 

emotionality, mental toughness and self-confidence. 

Educational theme: Voting is a right and responsibility of good citizenship. 

Children participating in an election by expressing their choice may learn that their 

votes are meaningful. Hopefully this will carry over into adulthood. 

Educational theme: Documenting landmark achievements is the history of the 

present. But if you lose sight of the past you lose sight of the future. This is the 

glory and romance preserved in chronicles. 

 

Act Four - "All Star Classics": All Star Classics featured Ichiro Suzuki who has 

been an eight-time all-star sensation. In 2007, Ichiro demonstrated his speed, 

power and grace when he hit the ball off San Francisco's brick wall for a two-run 

inside-the-park home run.  It was the first inside-the- park home run in All Star 

history. Ichiro was named the Ted Williams MVP. 

        The Big League Blast was a special home run by the NY Mets' Omir Santos. 

Omir's first MLB home run was also a grand slam. 

Educational theme:  History is the formal recorded narrative and chronology of 

events. The documentation of athletic achievements and landmark events become 

the standard used to measure accomplishment and achievement.   

Educational theme: Recalling the highlights is a particularly interesting way to 

permit fans to relive and interpret athletic history in an artistic and creative milieu.  

 

Act Five - "How 'bout that!": TWIB featured the plays of the week set to the 

music of Single File from their album, Common Struggles. Once again, 

unbelievable diving and leaping catches, a mix of long home runs and grand slam 

home runs, sensational base running, head first sliding, and nasty strike out pitches 

were shown to demonstrate the skills of MLB athletes . 

Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace, 

and rhythmic movements of elite athletes. The aesthetic quality of a well-executed 

play enhances the appreciation of baseball. 

Educational theme: Once the student-learner has carefully observed the required 

effort and the bio-mechanics of the premier athletes, then the movements can be 

more easily duplicated and performed by the learner. The student is then physically 

educated. 


